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same quality. Special L.B. Band, under the direction of Capt. 
A. Morris, rendered some" old-time 
Orange and other musics which was a 
pleasure to listen to, and which was 

1 well appreciated by all present. The 
different perforin ere had to respond to 
several encores, and were received 
with great applause. After the pro
gramme had been gone through, a 
vote of thanks was moved by R. 
Dawe and seconded by J. Wiseman to 
the performers, of the evening and 
the Band; also to the gathering who 
so nobly responded to the worthy 
cause. Tea was then served and til‘ 
present did ample justice to satisfy 
the inner man. The chairman of the 
evening was Mr. R. J. Ivany, WM.
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effect, nbtiby’ looking Spec!»
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The newest. ( Reg. values to 
$3.60 Special -:j. -, .. ..

UNDERWEAR—Men’s "New Kni 
« wear—a. clearing line, in shirts 

: ; medium weight, assorted sizes,
$3.6.0. The garment. Special ...

..These bring you top-notch values 
in Best of wearing good looking 
Silks, 36 inches wide, natural shade, 
more serviceable than many higher 
priced fabrics and yet they are Regal 
Silks, lowly priced. The yard

1.29.1.39 1.98 2.39
STAIR OIL CLOTHS.

White Huck back Stair Oil Cloths, 
plain and fancy centrea, bordered.
16 inch. Special Sale Prices:—

ter have a good quality, the coat sweaters 
in Navy shades, 2.76 value Fri- <M QO 

Fawn and day, Saturday and Meaday .. * * 

ec 7c TWpilpRTS—A line of Classy American
vü.lü Top shirts, pin stripe and fine checks,

entlemen’s coat st7le and French cuffs, all gtj
sizes Special............................... dPA.W
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jt", Jamas, In Pink and Blues, frog trimmings, 
** assorted sizes, up to $3.00 suit. 60 35 
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and dark Tweeds, stylish looking Caps, 
values for $2.50 each Friday, Cl OÇ 
Saturday and Monday.............. vl.QV

BOYS’ CAPS—Boys’ Winter Caps, warmly 
lined, with ear protection tucked snugly 
inside, an assortment, each .... QQ_
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COTTON VOILES.

Double width Cotton Voiles, fancy 
all over- pattern's on grounds Of 
Navy, Brown and Black. Reg. 50c. 
yard. Friday, Saturday and AAr 
.Monday .................... ..
FLAXONS.

Snow White Flaxon Muslins, beau
tifully fine in texture; a piece or two 
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The entire speaking of the at- 
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From Cape RacebM -’ 9C- ’

aeb Special to Evening Telegram
CAÇB RACE, to-day. 

Wind weat, blowing strong .weather 
hazy, preceded by fog and rain. A 
heavy aea raging; nothing in sight 
Bar. 29.10; Ther. 36.
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h the debate. Mr, Soper spoke of 
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h of the land, and of thçir great 
to the country as such; and he . 

N to the present state, of the.
Ft as being in need of help, and' 
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rtat we have loet as à fishing ; 
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land to assure them of greater 
h than they have had of late.
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neck, long sleeves; ■ to fit 6 It 
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SILK GIRDLES.

• Pretty shade range, Matte,
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long. To Cletir .. .. " .

BABIES’DRESSES.
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sleeves, round fifeck, fine lace trim- A Co
mings. To clear at*.; v. .i-V, ,.\ WC.
OVERALLS.

Ladles' Striped Cotton Overall», with art'; 
trimmings at belt and pocket, mixed shades 
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